The ethical aspects of computing are increasingly being taught and written about in professional information systems education in universities. However, the ever-increasing role and use of computer technology means that computer ethics education related to computing is also necessary for non-professional/non-major computing/information systems students. Owing to the differences between professional and non-professional education, end-users need a different computer ethics program. First, this paper explores some of the issues (goals, challenges and problems to overcome) in end-user ethics teaching. Second, it proposes a solution based on the concept of universalizability. Third, the paper argues that the universalizability thesis is a proper tool for end-user education. Finally it demonstrates, with the help of three cases, how the solution chosen can be used to solve the issues identified and to educate end-users.
I. INTRODUCTION
The relevance of including ethical issues within the curriculum at a professional level is well established [e.g., Computing Curricula, 1991; Johnson, 1993; McFarland, 1990; Bowyer, 1995; Langford, 1995; Walsham, 1996] . Several papers relating to professional education have been published [e.g., Huff and Martin, 1995; Martin and Huff, 1997; Sedlet, 1999; Yip, 1999; Davison, 2000] . In the modern era of the information society, where an increasing number of people, especially in Western societies, use computers for a variety of purposes, the importance of the ethical dimension for end-users (henceforth referred to as 'end-user ethics') is particularly relevant [Bynum, 1992] . To our knowledge, the issues surrounding end-user education about computer ethics are not yet addressed. The existing research on computer ethics education for end-users is limited to surveys of non-CS/IS (computer science/information systems) students' ethical attitudes about computer usage [e.g., Hanchey and Kingsbury, 1994; Conger et al., 1994; Sumner and Werner, 1997; Gattiker and Kelley, 1999] .
The possibilities and requirements for teaching professionals and end-user are different. Therefore, the two groups require separate frameworks for their computer ethics education. For example, students majoring in CS/IS have focus on professional issues, such as developing information systems and software, which is outside the scope of the computing education of the Teaching End-User Ethics: Issues and a Solution Based on Universalizability by M. T. Siponen and T. Vartiainen end-user 1 . The education of CS/IS majors is conducted through full-length courses, which should include the study of ethics doctrines and their application. However, the computer ethics education of end-users is restricted by the time and resources available, thereby limiting the theoretical framework within with such an education program can be carried out. Many educational institutions, (including universities, polytechnics, vocational schools, training centrals, and high schools) offer computer education and courses. However, we cannot presume that all these institutions allocate the requisite time, will, and skills to provide own full-length course in computer ethics.
Yet, the existence of professional codes of conduct and netiquette does not remove the need to study ethics theories, for the following four reasons.
1. It is not appropriate to teach end-users that a predefined code should be followed dogmatically without considering a single ethical dilemma in the light of ethics theories. 2. Given that various codes exist that are valid, which code should we choose? Different codes offer different definitions of what is "right" and "wrong" [Oz, 1993; consider also "hacker ethics"; Fiery, 1994] . Accepting that they all are "right" would move us into the area of relativism and all its related problems [e.g., Hare [1989] and Niiniluoto [1991] ]. 3. What should we do if code X (condemns action A) and code Y (praises action A) result in a conflicting view about action A? 4.
Even if we wanted to apply codes, they are nevertheless abstract and predefined with the result that individual ethical thinking needs to be exercised in cases where codes do not provide the answer to an ethical dilemma.
The case for end-user education is strengthened by the fact that people find it difficult to extend their ability to reflect ethically in cases where computers are involved. Several explanations for this problem have been put forward:
• conceptual muddle [Moor, 1985] , • moral distance [Conger et al., 1994; Rubin 1994 ], • moral crisis [Severson, 1997] , • lack of conventional moral notions [Siponen, 2001] , and a • tendency when under the spell of computers to forget the negative consequences of one's actions [Dunlop and Kling, 1992; Rogerson, 1996] End-user education is required to prevent such problems arising.
The main objective of this paper is to introduce issues (e.g., problems to resolve; goals in end-user ethics teaching) and a solution to the problem of end-user ethics teaching based on the universalizability thesis. A conceptual-analytical approach described by Järvinen [1997; is used. Conceptual analysis [Sloman, 1978] is a conceptual-theoretical research tool, which is used not simply to analyze the meanings of words, but to clarify and solve problems that are philosophical in their nature. Furthermore, conceptual analysis is also used to offer a theoretical critique for a previously existing theory. Often, particularly outside philosophy, conceptual analysis may be adopted when some reference discipline is used to solve a problem in a field. In this study, for example, existing theories from the field of moral philosophy (the main reference discipline applied) are taken up to address problems of computer ethics. In this study, issues are drawn from the computer ethics literature and the ethics framework is drawn from the moralphilosophy literature. The framework is then applied critically to address these issues.
The research method adopted, in particular to justify the ethics framework, is "coherentist reasoning", described by Hare [1963 Hare [ , 1999 . Coherentist reasoning means that we find and justify moral principles as well as judgements by testing them in the light of facts [cf., Hare, 1999] .
Teaching End-User Ethics: Issues and a Solution Based on Universalizability by M.T. Siponen and T. Vartiainen The scope of this paper is intended for the enlightenment of non-computer science/IS professionals, and the teaching of computer ethics is restricted to non-computer science/IS majors. However, it is believed that the study is also relevant for CS/IS professionals.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. The framework for the study is presented in Section II, starting with the issues of end-user ethics teaching. The process of universalizability is considered. Section III provides a demonstration of how the issues identified earlier can be dealt with, within the theoretical framework of Section II. Section IV contains a discussion of the implications and limitations of the findings. The key issues of the paper are summarized in Section V.
II. ISSUES AND ETHICS FRAMEWORK
Nine issues relevant to end-user teaching were developed from the computer ethics literature (Table 1) .
Goals
The aim behind examining this issue is the education of morally responsible users who are able to achieve their own ethical purposes with the help of computers. When we teach the technical skills needed in computer use, we should not forget the ethical dimension surrounding this tool.
2 The goals for end-user ethics teaching can be defined using the theory of moral psychology called the Four Component Model [Rest, 1994] . According to this model, moral behavior is determined by four psychological components:
1. moral sensitivity, 2. moral judgment, 3. moral motivation, and 4. moral behavior.
These components describe four possible ways in which a person may fail to act morally. Strengthening each of these components is seen as an important goal of ethics teaching.
Moral sensitivity implies awareness of how our actions affect other people. It also involves being aware of alternative actions and how those actions affect other parties. Thus, the goal of end-user ethics teaching should include developing an awareness of how end-users' computer use affects other people. To demonstrate how moral sensitivity may occur, consider the following example. A beginning end-user does not realize that saving large files on a server leads to filling up free space and thus disturbs the functioning of the server and affects other end-users.
As moral judgment develops, a person's problem solving strategies become more otherdirected and principled in nature. Kohlberg's [1971 Kohlberg's [ , 1981 six stages of moral development are based on the theory that people change their moral problem-solving strategies as they grow. People at higher stages can understand the principles they used when at the lower stages but no longer prefer them. Moral judgment and sensitivity were observed to develop with the help of small-group discussions on moral issues [Rest, 1994; McNeel, 1994] . Utilizing small-group discussions on moral issues in computer use could be a means for developing end-users' moral sensitivity and judgment.
Moral motivation refers to prioritizing moral values above non-moral values [cf., Hare, 1963; Ladd, 1982; Rest, 1994] . For example, a user may experience excitement when programming a virus, and perhaps sending the virus to his/her friends as a joke. This user prioritized his/her feelings of excitement above the avoidance of harm 3 .
Moral character refers to the psychological strength to carry out a line of action. A person may observe the ethically relevant issues, be able to take appropriate moral judgments, and prioritize moral values above non-moral values. However, if this person is weak-willed [cf., Davidson, 1971; Hare, 1963; Horsburg, 1971; Lukes, 1971; Maquire, 1989; Sidgwick, 1893;  Teaching End-User Ethics: Issues and a Solution Based on Universalizability by M. T. Siponen and T. Vartiainen Gibbs, 1994; Littlewood, 1995; Musa et al. 1987; Neumann, 2000; Smith, 1995 Ladd, 1989; Moor, 1985; Schulze, 1996; Severson, 1997; Vartiainen and Siponen, 1999; Cappel, 1995 
Moral distance
The distancing effect of computer technology creates a gap between computer users and the people affected
Making moral distance known to students. Practical exercises with which moral distance may be narrowed
All the consequences of computer usage are impossible to foresee Ladd, 1989; Neumann, 1988; Rubin, 1994; Johnson, 1997 Collins and Miller, 1992; Kallman and Grillo, 1996; Mason, 1995; Ruggiero, 1997 
Ethics theories
Describe the different ethics theories Teaching ethics theories to nonphilosophy students
With limited resources the profound teaching of ethics theory cannot be accomplished. What theories should be chosen? Hare, 1997; Laudon, 1995; MacIntyre, 1987; Raphael, 1994; Singer, 1991; Taylor, 1975; universalizability: Hare, 1963; Hare, 1981; Kant, 1993; Mackie, 1981; Rawls, 1971 8 
. Ethics of ethics teaching
The ethical problems in ethics teaching. Free will, autonomy, indoctrination and weakness of will Neutral teachers. Students make their own decisions on how they use computer technology Full neutrality is difficult to achieve Lisman, 1998; Macklin, 1980; Warnock, 1975 Fisher, 1994; Forester and Morrison, 1993; Johnson, 1994; Martin, 1994; Weltz, 1998; Winrich, 1994 Teaching End-User Ethics: Issues and a Solution Based on Universalizability by M.T. Siponen and T. Vartiainen Thomas, 1955] or discouraged he/she may not carry out the preferred line of action. For example, consider an end-user who regards the unauthorized copying of software as morally wrong. Presume that he/she is asked by his/her friends to produce unauthorized copies of software. If he/she acts according to his/her friends' demands, while nevertheless regarding the action as morally wrong, s/he fails the moral character component.
Analysis of the Consequences of Computer Usage
Computers are widely used in organizations, homes and educational institutions with great impact on ordinary people's lives [e.g., Eriksson, 1994] . Owing to the computer's applicability and malleability [Moor, 1985] , new applications will continue to emerge (e.g., virtual reality, electronic commerce) and computers will become more and more embedded in society. As a result, we need to recognize ethical issues [Callahan, 1980] in computer use as well as analytical and critical thinking skills [Ruggiero, 1997] to solve the new problems that arise. The aim is to educate end-users about the basic nature of computer technology, such as digitalization [Littlewood, 1995] , incorrectness [Smith, 1995; Musa et al. 1987] and the risks that accompany the use of computer systems [Neumann, 1988; . With this knowledge, end-users may learn to understand moral conflicts in computing more profoundly than without it. We also suggest that support professionals are needed to translate the complexities of computer systems for end-users [Rea, 1999] .
Moral Vacuum
This issue refers to two kinds of situations:
• a vacuum may exist because moral thinking is not extended to cases related to the use of computers, or • critical moral thinking is not applied to computer technology.
The second differs from the first in the sense that, in the second case, it is not a question of a lack of a moral view, but rather a lack of a critical moral view, i.e., such a view does not enter critical deliberation. We argue that
• not extending moral thinking to cases concerning computer technology could be a sign of a low level of development of moral sensitivity [Rest, 1994] , and • a tendency to view computer technology as ethically neutral mainly because it involves complex causal networks of responsibility [Ladd, 1989] .
The aim of behind examining this issue is to prevent the emergence of a moral vacuum.
Moral Distance
The distancing effect of computers creates a gap between computer users and the people affected [Rubin, 1994] and thereby decreases moral sensitivity [Rest, 1994] 4 . Computer systems cause depersonalization and enhance the possibility of acting anonymously, which in turn may decrease the user's sense of responsibility [Neumann, 1988] . Computers act as intermediaries between people and it would thus be nonsense to ascribe moral responsibility to systems and computers instead of to the individuals who make and use them [Ladd, 1989] . Thus, the aim of end-user ethics teaching should be to narrow moral distance and to elicit personal responsibility [Callahan, 1980] . Developing moral sensitivity [Rest, 1994] is also important because the use of this technology is expanding and new computer technology-related phenomena (e.g., virtual reality) are creating new ethical questions, such as the ethics of cybersex [Adeney, 1999; Johnson, 2001] . With moral imagination [cf., Callahan 1980] these bright new alternatives could be explored in cyberspace.
Without the recognition of personal responsibility and morally right conduct, societies may become more self-centered and morally questionable acts may increase. The key question is to find ways to narrow moral distance.
Legislation
The key issues are: 
Solving and Avoiding Moral Conflicts and Dilemmas.
The aim is to resolve, and foresee moral conflicts and dilemmas [cf., Bradley, 1987; Gowans, 1987] in computer usage. To achieve this aim, we need continuing discussions on values in computer technology and its application in different spheres of human life. Ethics theories give us good insights into moral conflicts [e.g., Hare, 1981; Ruggiero, 1997; Weckert, 1997] . Without deliberating a conflict in the light of ethics theories, we would be limited to our intuitions and conventional or cultural notions. Discussions in which groups of students try to solve moral dilemmas, was observed to develop moral sensitivity and judgment [Rest, 1994; McNeel, 1994] .
Ethics Theories
Ethics theory offers an understanding about competing views in ethics and the difficulties encountered in decision-making in human life. Several ethics theories [see e.g., Hare, 1997; Mason, 1995; Raphael, 1994; Singer, 1991] exist. The theory of ethics should be taught as a selfevident part of ethics courses and include the solving of moral conflicts and discussions on values. Without a theory of ethics, an in-depth understanding of the alternatives and of justifications and defensible solutions cannot be achieved. The key problem is, what ethics theory/theories should be chosen?
Ethics of Ethics Teaching
Among the major moral conflicts involved in ethics teaching are those concerning the autonomy and free will of one's students. Indoctrination imposes a body of doctrines held by the teacher or some authority on the student. The student, in turn, receives beliefs uncritically based on the unquestioning authority of the teacher [Warnock, 1975; Macklin, 1980; Lisman, 1998 ]. It is easy for indoctrination to occur -even outside of "formal" education goals, as in the so-called hidden curriculum [Jackson, 1968; Kohlberg, 1983] . Students taught by a charismatic teacher may not be inclined to doubt what s/he says. Indoctrination should be avoided since it impedes autonomy. Since free will and autonomy are prerequisites for ethical decision-making, we cannot hold someone responsible if s/he is not capable of independent decision-making [Hare, 1952 [Hare, , 1964 [Hare, , 1975 [Hare, , 1976 [Hare, , 1999 .
For Kant, all education inevitably compromises the individual's free will and autonomy, because education always comes from outside the individual's autonomy. Kant called this phenomenon the pedagogical paradox [Kant, 1993] 5 . Russell adopted a similar standpoint. For Russell, all teaching includes propaganda [Russell, 1932] . Hare [1964] suggested that education differs from indoctrination because an educator desires that his/her students (as the objects of education) will start thinking for themselves. The aim of an indoctrinator is to restrict this thinking process. Smart [1973 p. 43] argues that Hare's criterion means that an educator should take Kant's rule of human dignity 6 seriously: the indoctrinator on the other hand regards students as a means, not as ends in themselves. We incline to Hare's view. The aim is as far as possible to avoid indoctrination. By teaching a theory of ethics, methods of critical analysis [Ruggiero, 1997] , and developing awareness of how computer technology functions and affects, we can equip our students with tools to help them make individual choices. In this way the students' autonomy is not violated [see also Hare 1976] . Moral sensitivity and judgment can be developed by means of dilemma-discussion, while allowing the development of moral motivation and character to rest more with the individual.
Practice of Ethics Teaching
Key questions concerning practice of ethics teaching are:
1. Should end-user ethics be taught as an integrated or separate course?
Teaching [Winrich, 1994; Weltz, 1998 ] or as a separate course [Fisher and Abunawass, 1994 ] in computer education. There has been some discussion about who should teach computer ethics (e.g., computer scientists/IS scholars or philosophers) [Johnson, 1994; Martin, 1994 ] to computer science students. Similar questions arise in the case of end-user ethics teaching. Computer scientists/IS scholars or professionals know more technically about computing than philosophers but the ethical questions about end-users are more related to how this equipment is used and the interaction of end-users in networks. However, without a profound knowledge of computer use and the technology behind it, faculty are at a serious disadvantage in attempting to teach end-user ethics.
Theoretical Framework for a Solution
As listed in Sidebar 1, many theories of ethics exist. From among of these theories and decision-making formulas, we chose the universalizability thesis, which has a crucial role in ethics of Rawls [1971] , Gewirth [1978; 1982; , Kant [Kant, 1993] , the Judeo-Christian teaching [e.g., the Golden Rule in the case of Christian ethics: "One ought to treat others as one would wish them to treat oneself"; Hare, 1963] , Confucius [e.g., "What you do not desire, do not effect on others"; Hansen, 1991] , Hare [universal prescriptivism; ] and Mackie's [1981] approach. We claim that the universalizability thesis offers an adequate and justified approach for end-user ethics teaching. In Appendix II we briefly summarize some of the key objections leveled in the literature against the universalizability thesis and we try to provide counter arguments.
The Universalizability thesis
According to the universalizability thesis, if one judges that one's action in a particular situation is right, one must then acknowledge that a similar act by anybody else in a similar situation would also be right [e.g., Hare, 1981] . Therefore, the thesis of universalizability paves the way for equality. In other words, we cannot allow ourselves or any other group any special privileges.
SIDEBAR 1 REPRESENTATIVE ETHICS THEORIES
• Cungfutse [Hansen, 1991] , • The theory of information ethics [Floridi, 1998; , • Gewirth's theory [1978; 1982; • Habermas ' [1990] discourse ethics, • Universal prescriptivism [Hare, 1952; 1963; ], • Hegel's theory [e.g., Sabine, 1963] , • Kantian ethics [Kant, 1993] , • Utilitarianism [e.g., Bentham, 1876; Mill, 1895] , • Intuitionism [Moore, 1903; Ross, 1930] , • Mackie's [1981] approach, • The theory of justice [Rawls, 1958; 1963; 1967; 1972; Pogge, 1989] , and • Emotivism [Stevenson, 1944] , • Religious theories such as Christian ethics [e.g., Hare, 1963; Outga, 1972; Thomas, 1955] .
• Virtue ethics [e.g., Crisp & Slote, 1997; MacIntyre, 1987] .
• Decision-making formulas based on different ethics theories including [Collins and Miller, 1992; Kallman and Grillo 1996; Ruggiero, 1994; Langford, 1995] .
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It can be argued that our judgments are subjective and biased; in other words they always reflect our background. That is, an independent position can be difficult to achieve, and thereby result in the 'impartial' universalizability of the moral judgment approaches provided by philosophers such as Kant and Confucius. The "partial" interpretation of the thesis of universalizability includes subjective constraints, i.e., individuals may come up with a solution that only they would prefer, as in theory there are as many viewpoints as there are individuals. For example, the Kantian type of universalizability -utilize only the kind of maxim which can become a universal law -is that practiced by a 15-year-old schoolboy when he sets up a maxim [M1] "15-year-old boys who hold grade 5 Latin can break into information systems". It is difficult to claim that such indicators as 15-year-old, boy and grade 5 in Latin count for much here. To avoid these problems, universalizability in the case of moral judgments, as in Hare [1963; , is argued to be independent of age, gender and similar criteria, and would interpret maxim M1 as "is it right that everybody can break into information systems?"
We may end up with the same result utilizing Rawls' [1971] veil of ignorance, a form of the universalization thesis. Rawls' veil refers to the imagined veil that enables us to pretend we are ignorant of information about ourselves such as our personal preferences, age, gender, social status, profession, and financial situation. In other words, under this imagined veil of ignorance we do not know who we are exactly. In the case of Rawls' version of the universalizability thesis, we would not know e.g., our age and grade in Latin 7 (cf., M1 above). So one would not gain any extra privileges by inserting such qualifiers as "15-year-old boys" and "grade 5 in Latin" (because under the veil of ignorance a person does not know his/her age, etc.). A more detailed discussion on Rawls' theory can be found in Appendix II. Mackie [1981] , discussed in more detail in Appendix II, also tries to avoid the trap of one's own preferences.
In some situations the impartial type of universalizability does not solve the issue. For example a single person may consider an action to be right when everyone else considers it to be inherently wrong. However, if this individual then applies the principle of impartial universalizability s/he may reconsider the moral rightness of their action.
III. APPLYING THE FRAMEWORK

CASES
To show how the issues identified can be tackled using the universalization thesis, the chosen solution, we now apply the thesis to three cases representative of end-user ethical issues:
• use of the Internet, • use of databases, and • the allocation of scarce computer resources.
We first describe these cases and then interpret them by using each of the nine issues presented in Section II and summarized in Table 1 . 
Case 2: Databases
Improper use of information obtained from databases may threaten individuals' privacy [cf., Johnson and Nissenbaum, 1995] . Case 2 concerns an end-user browsing a database and is taken from an ethics workshop in which the participants had the task of analyzing designed scenarios. Case 2 is one such scenario [Parker et al. 1990, p. In the analysis of this case we focus purely on the moral issue connected with browsing the database, leaving aside any possible moral issue concerning the fair treatment of personnel as outside the scope of this paper.
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Case 3: Resource allocation In organizations, systems administrators and support professionals [Rea, 1999] handle requests for both hardware (servers, workstations, printers) and software (office packages, browsers). Case 3 presents a moral issue relating to the fair allocation of an organization's resources. One of the authors of this paper experienced this conflict on many occasions during his work as a laboratory engineer in a university department. Case 3 is as follows: 
Goals
When teaching technical computing skills [e.g., word processing, email] the relevant ethical questions could be handled either at the same time as or immediately after the technical modules. We suggest that the universalizability thesis provides a good foundation on which to achieve the goals of end-user ethics teaching, i.e., morally responsible users. When used indepth, the universalizability thesis allows us to look at the situation impartially from a variety of viewpoints [Section 2], and it shows us if our moral principle is intrinsically a conflicting one.
Analysis of the consequences of computer use
The universalizability thesis presumes that the environment can be identified and understood a priori. However, such understanding may not be the case in computing since, as the problems of moral vacuum and moral distance (discussed next) indicate, the consequences of computer usage may not be understood easily by end-users. A heavy burden is, therefore, placed on educators to provide the facts about the consequences of computer use. However, the universalizability thesis is useful, particularly when the facts are known, since it forces us to deliberate whether we would find the action we were about to perform acceptable if we were on the receiving end. It therefore may reduce the moral vacuum and moral distance.
One possible solution that has not yet been applied is the use of modeling, such as that in software/information systems development. Several structural and object-oriented methods which, through the use of modeling, aim at managing and understanding the complexity involved [e.g., Iivari, 1994; Iivari et al., 1998; Hirschheim et al., 1995; Lyytinen, 1987] . However, modeling
Teaching End-User Ethics: Issues and a Solution Based on Universalizability by M.T. Siponen and T. Vartiainen is likely to be beyond the scope of teaching end users due to the amount of time and skills this method requires. The modeling approach may, however, be applicable in professional education, since those students may already be familiar with modeling if it is covered in courses on software engineering/IS development.
Moral vacuum
New phenomena are continuously being created in the domain of computer technology (e.g., Internet and virtual reality). The ethical questions that arise become more complex and intertwined with technical issues. Students should be taught to consider issues and cases, like those presented in the Section III, in which moral thinking is not generally considered by endusers. The students could observe as well as participate in computer use (e.g., Internet) and try to identify situations where there appear to be no moral rules or where end-users do not seem to know what kind of behavior is acceptable. We propose the application of the universalizability thesis in defining proper guidelines for use in novel situations.
In dealing with complex and new ethical issues in computing, analogies with ethical and social issues are often used for purposes of clarification [Schulze, 1996] . The usage of analogies brings with it at least one problem: phenomena may be incommensurable to the extent that they are only partially comparable. For example, it can be argued that making illegal copies of software is morally wrong because stealing physical things is likewise morally wrong. However, this argument ignores the differences in the nature of physical things and software, i.e., tangible vs. intangible, and their implications for drawing conclusions about morally correct behaviour [cf., Weckert, 1997; Weckert & Adeney, 1997] . Students should be encouraged to perform critical analyses of justifications based on analogies.
In all three cases, end-users may not understand the ethical dimension of their actions (moral sensitivity) or if they do, they either do not care (moral motivation or character) or they do not consider the issues at stake as moral ones (amorality). In case 1 the attorneys do not seem to perceive (or do not care) that their actions create anger within newsgroup subscribers when they send advertisements to a site where they are not wanted or are not appropriate. The attorneys may of course understand this but may not be sufficiently motivated to refrain from their line of action because of financial gain. However, they would be offended by inappropriate offers by computer firms in a discussion group among lawyers! In the same way, presuming in case 2 that the user is motivated by personal inquisitiveness alone, the end-user's motivation to put moral values (respect for the right to privacy of other persons) above other values (curiosity to know) is insufficiently strong. Or it just did not occur to him that he would not like it if his personal data were to be perused by an unauthorized individual (the Golden Rule). In case 3 the larger question concerning fairness in the allocation of resources is not within the realm of end-users as such but of support personnel. If an end-user does not really need greater computing power but nonetheless asks for it, s/he would not be universalizing their action.
Moral distance
In networks (e.g., Internet, intranets, local area networks) end-users affect each other in various ways. For example, the content of home pages, e-mail and newsgroup articles have at least an indirect effect on all other users. It would be quite impossible in such an environment to take into account the myriad preferences of people from all over the world. It is possible to try to imagine oneself in the shoes of the other end-users, applying the Golden rule "One ought to treat others as one would wish them to treat oneself" [Hare, 1963] . This may not be enough in the sense that if we wanted to interact ethically with other people we should make a serious effort to know other peoples' preferences.
End-users should be able to understand how other parties are affected by their actions. To do so requires technical knowledge about what kind of effects computer systems and computer use have. In addition, we would suggest that moral distance can be narrowed with the help of moral argumentation [e.g., dilemma discussion]. During moral argumentation "discussants confront and attempt to resolve differences in their respective positions on the moral focus of the verbal interaction." [Berkowitz, 1985] . Moral argumentation is assumed to stimulate the growth of moral stages. For example, many points of view are presented in a dilemma discussion, some of which may be in conflict with our own. One is at liberty to defend one's viewpoint and criticize the viewpoints of others. One student may know something that another student does not know (e.g., Teaching End-User Ethics: Issues and a Solution Based on Universalizability by M.T. Siponen and T. Vartiainen how certain act affects people in networks) and s/he may explain it to him during the dilemma discussion. In this way sensitivity to the affected parties develops. We propose that these discussions include the application of the universalizability thesis. Cases similar to the ones discussed here could be used as a basis for dilemma discussions. Students should be encouraged to find out how other users are affected by individual or group actions, and what their preferences might be.
Legislation, ethics and moral thinking
It should be stressed in connection with this issue that the existence of legislation does not rule out the role of ethics or moral thinking. We should consider legislation and any action proposed by law in the light of the universalizability thesis. This being the case, we may end up with the following results.
• The legislation itself may be right, wrong or amoral from the moral point of view.
• An action which some consider to be morally right may be banned by legislation and vice-versa.
• Even if one chooses to follow the law, there are many cases where legislation does not exist and therefore does not provide a solution.
To judge whether actions should be allowed or banned by legislation and whether such actions are morally right or wrong, we need to be aware of theories of ethics.
Solving and Avoiding Moral Conflicts
Hare [1981] proposes that we should try to emulate critical thinking of the ideal ("objective") observer, Hare's Archangel, in formulating the simple and generic prima facie principles, which we use intuitively in our day-to-day lives. When those principles conflict we may be forced to override one principle or even reconsider them. Similarly, we should choose prima facie principles critically to guide our actions in day-to-day computer usage. Hare's [1981] Archangel might be comparable to Mackie's [1981] third stage universalizability (Appendix II), but for humans it is, in its fullest sense, impossible.
In end-user ethics teaching students should be given exercises (such as cases 1, 2 and 3) in which they analyze possible courses of action, and formulate principles by which moral conflicts in similar situations can be avoided. Such principles and actions should be tested by the universalizability thesis and subject to critical discussion.
In case 1 the manager could apply the Golden Rule "One ought to treat others as one would wish them to treat oneself" [Hare, 1963] . Let us presume that the attorneys themselves do not find advertisements placed in newsgroups annoying. This being the case, they might conclude that they are entitled to send advertisements to newsgroups as they do not mind reading them in newsgroups. The Golden Rule, interpreted thus, is problematic as it fails take into account other peoples' preferences in the Internet environment. However, by modifying the attorneys' interpretation of the Golden Rule-type of universalization in the direction suggested by Hare, Mackie and Rawls we may be able to tackle such weaknesses. For example, the attorneys might try to imagine the preferences of newsgroup subscribers. If they concluded that subscribers to newsgroups do not want to read advertisements (or that they do not want advertisements for computer consulting in their law reviews) they would not then be able to universalize their act.
Assume, as in case 2, that an end-user is browsing other peoples' data out of curiosity. In this case, we apply the Golden Rule and the Kantian-type universalizability thesis. Would that individual find it acceptable if someone else were to examine his personal information? If he finds this unacceptable, then, in the name of equality, he should not commit this action. If however he had no objections then we can test his action using Kant's version of the universalizable thesis. If the act of browsing other peoples' personal data just for curiosity were to become a universal law, there would be no privacy protection. We nonetheless feel that some protection of privacy is needed to ensure that personal information is not revealed to every one.
For the resolution of case 3 we demonstrate how Rawls' concept of the veil of ignorance, as a form of the universalizability thesis, could be applied to solve the case [see also Collins et al., 1994] . Behind the veil of ignorance participants (support personnel and end-users in this case) negotiate to reach a societal agreement without any knowledge concerning their own interests, and without knowing how any alternative will affect their own positions. With the help of Teaching End-User Ethics: Issues and a Solution Based on Universalizability by M.T. Siponen and T. Vartiainen the imagined negotiation behind the veil we try to determine what kind of agreement the parties could formulate in our example. The agreement would include certain obligations. The parties would consent to and be bound to these obligations after the veil is raised and they start to act in the real-world. We restrict our analysis to the domain of computer use in an organization.
In our case, the task of support personnel is to help end-users and to maintain computer systems. The least advantaged parties would be those end-users whose equipment is inadequate for the tasks they perform and/or end-users with poor computer skills. These disadvantages could have harmful consequences because end-users are unable to complete the tasks required of them or systems become corrupted. A contract, which support personnel and end-users behind the veil could accept, might include principles concerning fair play within the large group of endusers and between the end-users and support personnel. It might be agreed that end-users have at least some kind of duty to acquire the computer skills necessary to be able to manage -at least to some extent -without support or help-desk personnel.
One goal in everyone's interest would be to avoid harm and risk. Everyone behind the veil might agree that users should learn to avoid harm and risk. Given that under the veil of ignorance, when we would not know who we are, we would like to live in a society where people would avoid unnecessary harm and risks. This outcome would imply agreeing that every one makes an effort to find out how their actions affect other people and take proactive measures to prevent harm or risk. Behind the veil every one would be aware that it is the "nature" of computer technology to create new phenomena and equipment and that in consequence new risks will emerge (e.g., new viruses) 9 . The obligation to update one's computing skills might be accepted by all. Behind the veil every one might agree that the work of support personnel is both demanding and critical to the success of the organization. It would be their obligation to ensure that the organization's computer systems are secure and reliable. In summary, the parties might accept the obligations intended for end-users and technical support personnel listed in Tables 2  and 3 . Try to minimize possible harm and risk to other users.
Update their own computing skills. "Reasonable requests of computing power" [Collins and Miller, 1994] . Manage the computer systems so that using computers is safe and reliable.
Update their own knowledge of computer technology.
Keep track of computer equipment and allocate new resources within reasonable budget constraints.
The end-user's obligation to make 'reasonable requests of computing power' [Collins and Miller, 1994] and the proposed obligation for support personnel that they 'Equip end-users with reasonable computer technology for the tasks they have to perform' apply to case 3. The enduser and the technician should discuss the end-user's needs and if a reasonable request is within the constraints of the budget the end-user should be given more efficient machinery. If the budget Teaching End-User Ethics: Issues and a Solution Based on Universalizability by M.T. Siponen and T. Vartiainen limits do not provide the end-user with proper machinery, the solution to the problem should be attained in some other way, for example by reallocating machinery inside the organization or increasing the budget.
Ethics of ethics teaching
The requirements of free will and autonomy can be fulfilled by the universalizability thesis. Given that the educator presents the facts and explains how the thesis is applied, enduser autonomy and free will is not violated: the moral thinking is left to end-users. Universalizability is a thesis that offers us a logical tool [cf., Hare, 1963] for creating and testing our "own" moral principles in different situations.
Moreover, the use of autonomy and free will can be justified with the help of the universalizability thesis: would you like to be subject to indoctrination by another? For most of us the answer would be in the negative.
Ethics teaching in practice
Lectures and practical exercises are needed in end-user ethics teaching. Lectures could include analysis of computer usage, theories about moral vacuum and distance, laws, and the universalizability thesis. During exercises, students should put theory into practice, such as reflecting upon behavior on the Internet and writing essays on applying the universalizability thesis. The grading of students' results, e.g., for depth of analysis and coverage, would be good for motivation.
End-user ethics teaching will likely come up against the availability of teacher resources and teaching timeframes. We argue that the universalizability thesis is adequate for end-user ethics teaching because it is simple and easy to understand (although its application requires practical exercises) and relevant as an ethics doctrine (Section II).
IV. LIMITATIONS OF THE PAPER AND IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH AND PRACTICE
LIMITATIONS OF THE PAPER
With respect to the limits of the paper, some empiricists [cf., Quine, 1951] may question the relevance of conceptual analysis and highlight the need of empirical evidence. Such a claim is valid to some extent. A qualitative study may reveal additional issues relevant to end-user education. Moreover, the moral development of computer students has been studied on the basis of Kohlberg's [1981] theory of Cognitive Moral Development [Bickel et al., 1992] . We take the view that the study of the "ease of use" and "perceived usefulness" [cf., Davis, 1989; Mathieson, 1991; Venkatesh & Davis, 2000] of theories of ethics is also an important future research question for end-users. However, even though there is room for empirical studies, we believe that the conceptual analysis research approach and the coherentist reasoning research method used here are relevant and an this stage even vital.
End-user ethics education lacks a systematic framework. Hence, a framework such as that proposed in this study is a prerequisite for any future research. Furthermore, the validity of an ethics framework is best explored in the light of conceptual analysis, because the question of the validity of theories of ethics is conceptual analytical in its nature [cf., Hare, 1985; Niiniluoto, 1999] . This is hardly surprising considering that the de facto research approach in moral philosophy and theological ethics is conceptual analysis.
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PAPER
The paper points out several avenues for future research. Contributions to dealing with the problems of moral vacuum and moral distance are particularly welcomed. It is also suggested that modeling approaches, such as those used to develop information systems or software, may be used to tackle the problems of moral vacuum and moral distance, and to understand the effects of our computing actions on other parties. Although we believe that this educational idea is more suited to professionals, since they may already be familiar with information systems and software developmental methods, further research is needed in this area.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Although the need of computer ethics education at the professional level is now recognized, enduser/non-professional ethics education is as yet an untouched area. Even though the ethical issues synthesized in this paper are relevant to both professional and non-professional (non-CS/IS major) users, for non-professional end-users lighter teaching tools are required. For students majoring in CS/IS, it is both possible and recommended that a course (or courses) on computer ethics be assigned where several ethics theories can be taught. For pragmatic reasons, this solution is not available for end-user ethics teaching. Nowadays, computers are used in different educational institutions. However, it is unlikely that every one of these institutions will have the necessary resources (including will, time, proficient teachers) to arrange a full course on computer ethics. And yet, the ethical dimension needs to be addressed at all levels of computer education. Hence, the need of a separate framework for end-users is seen as essential. From this point of departure, this paper examined a set of issues relevant in teaching computer ethics to end-users and looked into the underlying problems and challenges involved. It proposed, by reference to the three cases introduced in Section III, that the universalizability thesis is sufficient for end-user education. We have shown how ethics issues can be tackled with the help of the universalizability thesis. Since empirical studies have not yet been carried out on the computer ethics education of end-users, our future research orientation will be to implement the strategy based on the universalizability thesis and explore teaching strategies that facilitate the learning process.
Editor's Note. An earlier version of this article appeared in the proceedings of 34th Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences (HICSS-34) [Siponen and Vartiainen, 2001] . What can be concluded from this case? It does not help us to determine whether this action should be performed. More particularly, it does not give us a rational account of why this action is right or wrong, given that we do not feel arguments such as "because this is my intuition/emotions/cultural view" are adequate reasons for an action (or avoiding an action). See e.g., [Hare, 1997] for a detailed discussion on the weaknesses of these theories.
VIRTUE ETHICS
The weakness of virtue ethics lies in justifying what virtues we should adopt. According to virtue ethics, when faced with an ethical dilemma we need first to ask what kind of people we are (or would like to be) in order to select from possible courses of action [Pence, 1993; Macintyre, 1987; Crisp and Slote, 1997] . Virtue theory itself does not equip us with good virtues, but the course of action to be chosen is left to the moral agent him/herself. Virtue theory takes personal character into account, which is an important aspect of ethics, but one which also demands a huge personal investment from students and teachers alike. For end user ethics, we prefer the universalizability thesis above virtue theory because universalizability provides more direct answers and is easier to adapt to teaching than virtue theory. Given that the resources (time, teachers) with respect to end-user ethics teaching is limited, virtue ethics runs foul of practical problems: justifying a particular set of virtues is philosophically problematic and virtue ethics does not tell us what we should do in the case of conflicting virtues [Crisp and Slote, 1997] . Tackling such problems may be possible in a computer ethics course taught by a teacher who is an expert in moral philosophy, but end-user ethics teaching (where time and teacher skills in moral philosophy are limited) requires a simpler approach. However, we support the ultimate goal of virtue ethics, which is to develop good characteristics in people.
PRIMA FACIE APPROACH
We do not favour the prima-facie approach put forward by Ross [1930] as the foundation of end-user ethics teaching, as the list of prima-facie principles becomes increasingly long [cf., Hare, 1981] , and in the case of moral conflicts the prima-facie approach does not provide us with much help. We believe that the universalizability thesis is more usable in end-user ethics teaching than do prima-facie principles because the universalizability thesis [when applied profoundly] tells us more directly what to do than prima-facie principles. Indeed, with the help of the universalizability thesis one can formulate prima-facie principles, which can be overridden in conflicting cases.
INFORMATION ETHICS
The reason we do not favour the theory of information ethics by Floridi [1998, 1999] , as it bears on end-user ethics teaching, albeit we admit that we find the theory an attractive moral qualifier, is that the universalizability thesis is more practical for end-user teaching. The problems of moral distance and moral vacuum (Section II) are cases in point. The key issue in the theory of information ethics is entropy (disorder) in the infosphere 10 . In this theory, entropy is a bad thing and one should always avoid causing entropy. A morally blameworthy act increases entropy, whilst a morally good act is the one that extends information quantity, improves information quality and enriches information variety in the infosphere. The wrongness of an action, or of rival actions, should be measured in terms of entropy (e.g. the action producing the least entropy is the least worse one). For example, lying would increase the entropy in the infosphere.
It is postulated that ordinary end-users do not "intuitively" connect entropy with wrongdoing: would you connect it to a wrongdoing? The process of pondering whether entropy will increase by an action on our part may not awaken our feeling of moral sensitivity: would one be distressed if one heard that one had increased the amount of entropy in the infosphere? On the other hand, if the action is considered in the light of the universalizability thesis, i.e., "What if
Teaching End-User Ethics: Issues and a Solution Based on Universalizability by M.T. Siponen and T. Vartiainen this were to happen to me?" or "What if other people treated me that way?" the issue touches the individual directly. For the aforementioned reasons we prefer the universalizability thesis in the case of end-user education.
APPENDIX II RAWLS' AND MACKIE'S VERSIONS OF UNIVERSALIZABILITY
Rawls sees that the aim of the veil of ignorance is to hide those facts that are morally irrelevant (such as age, religion, level of physical or intellectual ability, economic and social status, religion, gender) and thus can bias our judgment. As a result, under the veil of ignorance, we do not know whether we are poor, rich, white, black, disabled, male, female, young, old, etc. However, behind the veil everyone would know the certain facts on politics, psychology, economics, the existence of social inequalities, and religious beliefs, for example. In other words, under the veil of ignorance we ponder what principles of justice we would like to govern a society we live in, where we could be anyone in any position.
Rawls argues in his theory of justice that, in deciding what moral principles they would accept, people under the veil of ignorance would arrange economic and social inequalities in favor of the least advantaged persons. All participants behind the veil also have the right to veto the agreement, which guarantees that the least advantaged parties are taken into account in the contract. Behind the veil, the possibility of becoming one of the least advantaged is open to every participant. All would guarantee the positions of the least advantaged by using their right of veto to protect those parties. To give an example, when formulating a societal contract behind the veil, the fair treatment of disabled people, for example, would be guaranteed because these would be among the least advantaged parties. Mackie [1981] extended the universalizability idea 11 to take into account
• other peoples' desires, tastes, preferences, ideals and values, and • external situations leading to the formulation of action-guiding principles.
These principles should be acceptable both from one's own and other peoples' points of view. Mackie calls this third stage universalizability. However, this definition raises problems similar to those encountered in utilitarianism (Appendix I). It is sometimes difficult to know the preferences of other people in the Internet environment. Moreover, it is counter-intuitive to take into account the preferences of all: are all preferences, irrespective of how malicious they may be, equal? Nevertheless, we believe that the virtue of the universalizability thesis lies in the rationality and equality it enforces. If we do not know the situation of the participants (e.g., status, sex, age) when we are choosing the principles on which we are to structure society, as in the case of the "veil of ignorance" invoked by Rawls [1971] , the universalizability standpoint can be argued to ensure equality because the situation is held to be impartial. It is considered impartial because behind the veil no one knows his/her real status or interests in real life. This kind of deliberation, which relies on universalizability, albeit rational and equal in the sense that it removes egotistic behavior, may not indicate that the chosen state of affairs is the right one or the best possible. It merely reflects the preferences of certain people. However, it could be argued rather persuasively, that the universalizability thesis is the best approach if the situation chosen is one that people see as right and just (this idea is very similar to Rawls' justification of the 'justice as fairness' doctrine). In this case, what else would we need? Sandel [1982, p. 21] argued that Rawls' "veil of ignorance" constitutes a "radically disembodied subject" who is incapable of making rational choices. First, in Sandel's view, we cannot be independent agents without particular values and social commitments. Second, Sandel maintains that we must ask "Who am I?" while in Rawls' view the pertinent question is "What do I prefer?" Sandel's argument that the end of moral reasoning is not judgment but self-discovery is not very convincing. Self-discovery doesn't replace moral judgment about how one should live.
For example, a Finnish person X, who had deeply-held atheistic beliefs, was once forced to examine the question of the unauthorized copying of software. In Sandel's account ("Who am
